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 Our first scripture from Acts talks about Ethiopian eunuch and his 

curiosity about being saved. A eunuch were males that were somehow very 

closely connected to the king or queen, in this case queen, and they are 

likely siblings of the crown prince but they are not in line to inherit the 

throne. They were treated as objects really to serve the throne and were 

castrated before puberty which obviously greatly affects a person’s ability 

to grow normally. It is a form of mutilation. They did this to prevent the 

Eunuch from ever being able to have offspring that may in someway 

threaten the future of the throne. In a way they were slaves with only one 

purpose….To serve the kingdom. . So this particular Ethiopian Eunuch is 

curious about how he fits into this story. And he asks. “About whom may I 

ask you does the profit to say this about himself or about someone else?”  

Can it be me?   

 

 What’s really beautiful about the story is how Philip comes upon this 

Eunuch who is broken, who’s been miss treated, misguided and he offers 

him hope. He offers him worth. The Eunuch has been dehumanized by his 

current existence by the empire he is living in--empires are very good at 

that. We can think of mass amounts of people through history that have 

been dehumanized by various empires.  
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 So they travel along together when the Eunuch spots some water and 

says this…”what is to prevent me from being baptized?” If we think about it 

there were actually quite a few things people could’ve thrown up as 

roadblocks to prevent this Ethiopian Eunuch from being baptized. He was 

living in Ethiopia for one thing so he was cut off from the land of Israel. He 

was a Eunuch and thus in violation of the purity code. He was a member of 

the cabinet of the queen of Ethiopia therefore loyal to the wrong Sovereign, 

he belonged to the wrong nation, held the wrong job… 

 Fast forward to our gospel lesson from John. One that you’ve heard 

preached probably many times in your life. The branch apart from the vine 

can do nothing. You see it on T-shirts, see it on plaques maybe in your 

home. But let’s to look at the entire scripture and not polarize that one 

statement too heavily. 

 What does Jesus mean I am the true vine? At this point in our journey 

from Easter this is the time Jesus prepares to leave. Leave the disciples to 

no longer be with them physically. And he knows as they go on into the 

world they are going to be confronted with hatred and denial and prejudice 

and bias. So he’s giving them this message to encourage them but how 

can we stay connected when we’re not together? How can the disciples be 

with Christ if Christ is no longer in their midst?  Is it purely spiritual?  And 

Do we only connect to Christ through the spirit?   
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 This passage comes at a profound time. We’ve spent the last year 

and months Apart from one another. Apart from loved ones apart from 

gatherings in groups maybe even apart from work, school...apart. Were we 

able to be fruitful during that time? Were we able to still do our jobs? Were 

we able to still learn?  Were we able to still be good stewards? Were we 

still good disciples?  Did we bear fruit?  Well in most cases, yes...our jobs 

continued in many cases. Here at church you know we flipped a switch and 

went online. We reached out by mail, phone call, small gifts delivered to 

those we hadn’t seen.  We established new mission and outreach - Our 

work did continue. Fruit did grow on the vine so to speak.  

 Jesus tells the disciples the he will abide in them as we abide in him.  

In his translation The Message, Eugene Peterson uses the words live in 

me. Make your home in me just as I do in you. The notion of making a 

home of finding the hearts true home in Jesus brings his settled peace to 

the turmoil that often characterizes our lives. Abide in me. It’s so much 

more than reaching to the Holy Spirit for guidance when we think we need 

it. it’s a voice that comes from inside of us, that gives us strength in 

incredible moments of weakness, when we’re vulnerable, when we’re sick,. 

When yet our vine is connected. As I explained to the kids when you look at 

these flowers you see the difference and it’s vivid. The planted flower still 

connected to its root system looks bright and healthy – the cut flowers are 

wilting – though still beautiful, are drooping and losing their bloom.  Now to 

be clear -  It is possible to bear fruit in this world apart from God. Yes you 

heard me correctly. People do it every day. They contribute, they do good 

deeds, they make donations, they volunteer and they are not believers or at 

least not practicing. But, when you give and give and your branch is not 
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connected, over time you start to resemble the wilted flowers in the vase. 

You’ve probably known people like this...they expect something in return 

for their contribution, they become resentful, angry, condescending or even 

dislike those they began helping. You see they needed to come back to the 

vine, to the root, to regain strength, to feel full again to receive the nutrients 

that are needed spiritually to continue giving of our own hearts and our own 

minds and even our physical strength.   And what of pruning?  Removing 

the parts that we no longer need or that we’ve grown away from. As we 

grow and mature in our faith there are parts of ourselves that we need to let 

go of so that we can continue to grow and move into becoming the disciple 

that God needs us to be. If we didn’t Grow we would never mature beyond 

the things we thought as a child would we?   

 When someone is having a difficult time we casually give the advice 

to hang in there. Those are not very helpful words for one who’s 

desperately wondering how to do just that. Jesus offer so much more than 

hanging in there. Yes hard times will invariably come but living, abiding, 

finding our home in Jesus divine and God the grower sustains us, 

promoting even greater well-being.  

 Think of the Hebrew notion of shalom, which speaks of wholeness 

completeness and health. Recovering that sense of shalom addresses the 

deep yearnings of our lives. Shalom enters into all the cuts and hurts we 

endure day in and day out. And even enables us to speak of healing when 

there’s no hope for a cure. Hope for relief from suffering does remain the 

hope that God‘s miracles of growth bring to fruition. Bearing fruit when it 
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counts grows from union with Jesus. Finding that home in him and letting 

his word find a home in us through faithful devotion brings about great joy. 

 

 The eunuch understood something was missing and as soon as he 

sensed it he wanted that connection through baptism. When the Eunuch  

commanded the chariot to stop and he was baptized the walls of prejudiced 

and prohibition that stood for generations came tumbling, blown down by 

the breath of God’s Holy Spirit and another man who felt lost and 

humiliated was found and restored. It becomes very easy to think that it’s 

all up to us and our own resources as we try to solve problems and meet 

challenges. But the truth is Jesus is the one who makes it all possible. 

“Those who abide in me and I in them bear much fruit, because apart from 

me you can do nothing. If you abide in me, and my words abide in you, ask 

for whatever you wish, and it will be done for you.” 

 

Amen 

 


